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This work explains a mechanism through which the introduction of excitatory synaptic coupling between
two model cells, one of which is excitable and the other of which is tonically active when uncoupled, leads to
bursting in the resulting two-cell network. This phenomenon can arise when the individual cells are conditional
relaxation oscillators, in that they can be tuned to engage in relaxation oscillations, or when they are condi-
tional square-wave bursters. The mechanism is illustrated with a model for conditional pacemaker neurons in
the pre-Bötzinger complex as well as with a reduced form of this model. In the relaxation oscillator case, a
periodic bursting solution is proved to exist in the singular limit, under a pair of general conditions. These
conditions relate the durations of the silent and active phases of the bursting solution to the locations of certain
structures in the phase plane, at appropriate synaptic input strengths. Further, additional conditions on the
relative flow rates in the silent and active phases are proved to imply the uniqueness and asymptotic stability
of the bursting solution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A wide range of physical systems engage in oscillatory
behaviors, switching repeatedly between silent and active
phases. Models featuring such silent and active phases are
often classified as excitable, corresponding to the existence
of a stable critical point in the silent phase, or oscillatory,
corresponding to the existence of an unstable critical point
about which solutions oscillate. A third possibility is that an
attractor can exist in the active phase. This attractor can be a
stable critical point, or it can itself be a limit cycle that does
not feature an excursion through the silent phase. In models
of the behavior of neuronal membrane potential, for ex-
ample, the silent phase corresponds to relatively hyperpolar-
ized membrane voltages typically associated with a rest state,
while the active phase corresponds to significantly depolar-
ized voltages. In this paper, I consider a pair of cells such
that when they are uncoupled, one is excitable and the other
features an attractor in the active phase. I demonstrate and
analyze a mechanism by which coupling the two cells recip-
rocally with synaptic excitation yields the emergence of pe-
riodic bursting behavior in both cells.

This work is motivated by experiments and modeling of
the pre-Bötzinger complex �pre-BötC�. This region of the
mammalian brainstem has been shown to generate rhythmic
bursting, which may play a pacemaking role in the inspira-
tory phase of the respiratory rhythm and in gasping �1�. A
subset of cells within the pre-BötC are referred to as condi-
tional pacemakers, in that they are able to engage in rhyth-
mic bursting when parameters, such as applied current or
extracellular potassium concentration, are adjusted appropri-
ately. Due to extensive heterogeneities in the network, how-
ever, only a subset of these cells show bursting when un-
coupled, while others remain silent or engage in tonic

spiking �2,3,1�. A natural question that arises is, how does a
network of synaptically coupled pre-BötC cells produce ro-
bust, rhythmic bursting in the face of such heterogeneities?
Further, how important is the presence of intrinsically burst-
ing cells in inducing bursting in the pre-BötC network? In-
deed, building on earlier ideas that an “emergent network-
based mechanism,” “group pacemaker,” or “hybrid
pacemaker-network” may underlie respiratory oscillations
�4–8�, a variety of recent experimental results have shown
that some aspect of the respiratory rhythm persists under
manipulation of burst-supporting pacemaker currents in the
pre-BötC �9–12�.

Some exploration of these issues has been undertaken in
previous modeling work. Butera and colleagues developed a
pre-BötC cell model, with a square-wave or fold-homoclinic
bursting mechanism �13,14� based on a persistent sodium
current �15,16�, which compares well with experimentally
observed features of pre-BötC bursting �17�. Simulations
demonstrate that heterogeneities enhance the range of tonic
input levels over which a network of model pre-BötC cells
bursts, as well as the frequency range over which bursting
can occur. Rybak et al. have refined the model and have used
simulations to study the contributions of various currents,
including heterogeneities in these currents, to pre-BötC ac-
tivity patterns �18�. Rubin and Terman mathematically ana-
lyzed synchronization of a heterogeneous population of
model pre-BötC cells, some of which burst and some of
which were excitable when uncoupled, in a reduced model
featuring persistent sodium current but without standard so-
dium and potassium spike-generating currents �19�. Further,
Best et al. used a bifurcation analysis harnessing singular
perturbation theory to show how synaptic coupling itself can
directly expand the parameter range over which bursting is
observed, in a pair of identical full model pre-BötC cells
�20�.

Here, I again consider a pair of model pre-BötC cells;
however, I return to the issue of heterogeneity. In particular,*Electronic address: rubin@math.pitt.edu
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I extend the work of Rubin and Terman by explaining how
bursting can emerge when, without coupling, one cell is ex-
citable and the other is tonically active. As in previous mod-
eling work, I consider the synaptic coupling between the
cells to be excitatory, based on the experimental finding that
pre-BötC bursting persists in a qualitatively similar fashion
under blockade of synaptic inhibition �21,3�. The mechanism
for coupling-induced bursting relies on two effects of synap-
tic excitation. First, synaptic excitation from the tonic cell
recruits the excitable cell to become active. More surpris-
ingly, the onset and subsequent withdrawal of synaptic exci-
tation from the recruited excitable cell to the tonic cell can
cause the tonic cell to fall silent. The latter component can be
viewed as a complement to the phenomenon of post-
inhibitory rebound, through which synaptic inhibition can
activate otherwise silent cells �see, e.g., Refs. �22–24��. I
show that these effects can combine to yield bursting under a
pair of conditions, which relate the times spent in the silent
and active phases of a bursting solution to the locations of
certain structures in the phase plane of each cell, at appro-
priate synaptic input strengths. Further, two additional com-
pression conditions �25� on relative rates of change in certain
parts of the silent and active phases are shown to imply the
uniqueness and asymptotic stability of the bursting solution.

The mechanism presented here for the existence of syn-
chronized bursting induced by mutual synaptic excitation in
conditional relaxation oscillators is similar to one considered
previously by Rowat and Selverston �26�. Rowat and Selv-
erston also studied a pair of model cells, each governed by
the system

�mdV/dt = − �V + q + f�Vpre��V − Epost� − iinj� ,

�sdq/dt = − q + �s�V − Es� , �1�

where �m��s, Epost, iinj, and �s are constants, with V�Epost,
where Vpre denotes the voltage of the other cell, and where
f�V�= �1+exp�−��V−����−1 for parameters � and �. The
cells are identical in the absence of coupling, and heteroge-
neity is introduced by assigning each cell a different value of
�. Note that system �1� has linear nullclines in the �V ,q�
plane and that both cells are at the same rest state, at the
intersection of these nullclines �state R in Fig. 1�, in the
absence of coupling. These features represent simplifications
relative to the conditional relaxation oscillator situation con-
sidered here, in which one nullcline is cubic and the cells are
at different fixed points in the absence of coupling. With
coupling, system �1� can give rise to oscillations if the syn-
aptic threshold � is tuned to be significantly different across
the two cells, as shown in Fig.1. The oscillations arise if
coupling is introduced when both cells are near R; however,
unlike the relaxation oscillator case, the oscillatory solution
coexists with a stable fixed point, as described in the figure
caption. The tuning of thresholds in Ref. �26� implies that
one cell sends synaptic signals even when it is at rest in the
silent phase, while the other fails to do so when at a fixed
point, generated by synaptic input, in the active phase, a
decoupling of synaptic transmission and activity state that
may be less biologically realistic than the relaxation oscilla-
tor mechanism considered in the present paper. Moreover,

the analysis presented here goes beyond the work in Ref.
�26� in that conditions are rigorously established under
which bursting will emerge in a general class of models,
uniqueness and stability of the bursting solution are consid-
ered, and the phenomenon is extended to a model system of
more than two dimensions.

Previous authors have also considered emergent bursting
in heterogeneous cellular populations �27� and in particular
have shown that a silent cell and a tonically active cell can
engage in rhythmic bursting when coupled diffusively
�28–30�. The mechanism that produces bursting in the pres-
ence of diffusive coupling, however, is quite different from
that which arises under synaptic coupling. In the diffusive
case, in the absence of coupling, the cells are not capable of
bursting. The introduction of coupling induces bistability in
the fast subsystem for the coupled cell network, and under
appropriate conditions, bursting results. Heterogeneity is not
required for this effect but does enhance it. The synaptic
excitation that I consider has no qualitative effect on the fast
subsystem bifurcation structure, and the coupling-induced
mechanism presented in this paper depends fundamentally
on the presence of heterogeneity.

Section II of the paper focuses on the case of conditional
relaxation oscillators and consists of four subsections. In the
first, the relevant model equations, and structural hypotheses
on these equations, are introduced. Following this, the burst-
ing mechanism is explained, using nullclines generated from
the pre-BötC model for illustrative purposes. While this
work is motivated by issues arising from past work on the
pre-BötC, it is quite general, and Sec. II C presents the ana-
lytical proof that certain conditions are sufficient for periodic
bursting to arise, as well as for uniqueness and asymptotic
stability of the periodic bursting solution, when synaptic ex-
citation is introduced between any two model cells satisfying
certain general hypotheses, in the singular limit. Extensions
of these conditions are presented in Sec. II D. In Sec. III, I
explain the bursting mechanism in conditional square-wave
bursting model cells. The presentation makes use of bifurca-
tion diagrams for a fast subsystem but does not include a
fully detailed mathematical treatment. Finally, the paper con-
cludes with a discussion section and an appendix containing

FIG. 1. Nullclines for model �1�. Two V-nullclines are shown,
one for isyn=0 �labeled 0 input� and one for isyn=V−Epost �labeled
excited�. The synaptic thresholds are �=�i, i=1,2. Thus, with cou-
pling, there is a stable fixed point with cell 1 at rest at R, where it
sends excitation to cell 2, and cell 2 at rest at A, where it does not
send excitation to cell 1. On the other hand, if both cells are placed
at R, then the excitation from cell 1 pulls V2 above �2, as shown by
the dotted curve, which initiates oscillations �see Ref. �26��.
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some details about the particular pre-BötC models used in
simulations.

II. RELAXATION OSCILLATORS

A. Model equations

Consider, for i� �e , t�, a system of ordinary differential
equations of the form

vi� = f i�vi,hi� + gsynsj�vsyn − vi� � Fi�vi,hi,sj�, j � i ,

hi� = �gi�vi,hi� ,

si� = �s��vi��1 − si� − 	si, �2�

where 0���1, � ,	
0, and s��v� is a monotone increas-
ing function taking values in �0,1�. For notational conve-
nience, let

s��v� = 1/�1 + exp�− �v − �s�/�s��, �s 
 0, �3�

with a limiting case of s��v�=H�v�, the Heaviside step func-
tion, as �s↓0; however, the results here carry over to more
general forms of s��v�. In the neuronal case, each vi�t� rep-
resents the membrane potential of a cell �with capacitance
scaled to 1�, each hi is an associated channel state variable,
and each si modulates the strength of the synaptic coupling
current from cell i to cell j. Note that gsynsj 
0, such that as
long as vsyn
vi, the coupling term gives a positive contribu-
tion to vi�. Coupling for which vsyn
vi over most relevant
values of vi is called excitatory. Also note that the interval
Isª �0,� / ��+	�� is positively invariant for s, and let

smax ª
�

� + 	
.

The following assumptions will be made on system �2�;
also see Fig. 2.

�A� For i� �e , t� and fixed sj � Is, the v-nullcline,
��vi ,hi� :Fi�vi ,hi ,sj�=0�, defines a cubic-shaped curve, com-
posed of left, middle, and right branches, in the �vi ,hi� phase
plane, with Fi
0 �Fi�0� above �below� this curve.

Denote the branches of Fi=0 by v=vL
i �h ,s� ,v

=vM
i �h ,s� ,v=vR

i �h ,s�, with vL
i �vM

i �vR
i for each �h ,s� on

which all three functions are defined.
�B� For i� �e , t�, the h-nullcline, ��vi ,hi� :gi�vi ,hi�=0�, is

a monotone decreasing curve in the �vi ,hi� plane, with gi


0 �gi�0� below �above� this curve. For fixed sj � Is, the
h-nullcline intersects Fi=0 at a unique point pi�sj�
= (vFP

i �sj� ,hFP
i �sj�).

�C� For i=e, pe�0� lies on the left branch of ��ve ,he� :ve

=vL
e�he ,0��. For i= t, for all s� Is, pt�s� lies on ��vt ,ht� :vt

=vR
t �ht ,s��.
�D� The line �v=�s�, for �s appearing in Eq. �3�, intersects

the curve �v=vM
i �h ,s�� for both possible i and for all s� Is.

Remark 2.1: The results of this paper carry over directly if
�A�– �C� are modified such that the h-nullcline is monotone
increasing and the cubic v-nullcline has its left knee at lower
h than its right knee, as in FitzHugh-Nagumo, Morris-Lecar,
and various other models.

In a neuron, a bursting solution alternates repeatedly be-
tween silent phases of relatively constant, low voltage and
active phases featuring voltage spikes, which are rapid volt-
age oscillations of significant amplitude. A model of the form
�2� can be obtained from a model bursting neuron by omit-
ting some spike-generating currents but maintaining a cur-
rent that allows for transitions to an elevated voltage state. In
this model, a bursting solution consists of an oscillation com-
posed of silent phases, with vi�vL

i �h ,s�, alternating with
active phases, with vi�vR

i �h ,s�. Assumptions �A�– �C� jus-
tify the notation i� �e , t�: when uncoupled, the cell labeled
by i=e has a stable critical point in the silent phase and
hence is excitable, while the cell labeled by i= t has a stable
critical point in the active phase, corresponding to a sus-
tained active, or tonic, state, for all coupling strengths.

Remark 2.2: In fact, the v-nullcline need not be triple-
branched for the tonic cell for s large, as long as the cell still
has a stable critical point for such s. Thus, �A� can in fact be
weakened, as long as �C� is adjusted to ensure that the criti-
cal point exists.

Assumptions �A�– �B� hold in particular for the reduced
form of the pre-BötC cell model from Ref. �15� that is con-
sidered in Ref. �19�, which will be used to illustrate the gen-
eral results in this section. For a single cell within a network,
this model takes the form

Cmv� = INaP + IL + Isyn + Iapp,

FIG. 2. Top: Nullclines for an excitable, or silent, cell. The
v-nullcline is dashed, while the h-nullcline is solid. In this and all
other nullcline figures, the x axis corresponds to v in mV, while the
y axis corresponds to the dimensionless variable h. Bottom:
Nullclines for a tonically active, or spiking, cell.
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h� = �h��v� − h�/�h�v� ,
�4�

s� = �s�1 − s�s��v� − s/�s,

where INaP=−gNam��v�h�v−ENa�, IL=−gL�v−EL� and where
h� ,m� are monotonic decreasing and increasing sigmoidal
functions, respectively. The first equation in �4� describes the
evolution of the voltage across a cell’s membrane, with ca-
pacitance Cm, in terms of a persistent sodium current �INaP�,
a leak current �IL�, and synaptic �Isyn� and applied �Iapp� input
currents. The function Isyn takes the form Isyn=gsynstot�Esyn

−v�, where stot�0 encodes the activity level of the cells
giving inputs to this one, and the current Iapp is simply as-
sumed to be constant. The second equation in �4� describes
the slow inactivation of the persistent sodium current. For
biophysically relevant parameter values, �4� can be consid-
ered as singularly perturbed, since h evolves much more
slowly than v. Finally, s��v� is given in �3�. The full func-
tional forms and parameter values used in system �4� are
given in the Appendix.

B. Illustration of the emergent bursting mechanism

I now illustrate how synaptic coupling can allow bursting
to emerge for a system of the form �2� under hypotheses
�A�– �D�, using two coupled cells of the form �4� as an ex-
ample. Rigorous results concerning general features that are
sufficient for the existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic sta-
bility of this emergent bursting solution will follow this il-
lustration, in Sec. II C.

Figure 2 shows nullclines for two copies of system �4�,
with the nullcline h=h��v� of the variable h shifted so that
one copy has a stable critical point on the left branch of its
dashed v-nullcline and the other copy has a stable critical
point on the right branch of its v-nullcline, as specified in
�C�. In the notation of system �2�, we have fe= f t but
ge�gt.

In the absence of synaptic coupling, the two cells rest at
their respective stable critical points. Suppose that synaptic
coupling is introduced as in system �2�, with each cell receiv-
ing input from the other but not from itself. Then the two
cells can indeed engage in sustained, periodic bursting oscil-
lations, as shown for system �4� in Fig. 3. Here, the oscilla-
tions were initiated by giving the excitable cell initial condi-
tions �ve ,he�= �−20,0.8�. In the absence of synaptic
coupling, the cell would have made a single excursion and
then returned to the critical point on the left branch of its
v-nullcline.

To understand the mechanism for the bursting, note that
although system �2� consists of six equations, we can decom-
pose these into three equations for each cell. Moreover, we
can project each �vi ,hi ,si� into the �vi ,hi� phase plane, keep-
ing in mind that the location of the vi-nullcline depends on
the level of the synaptic variable sj, which is in turn deter-
mined by �v j ,hj�. For example, Fig. 4 shows the same
nullclines seen in Fig. 2, plus an additional, shifted
v-nullcline �also dashed� for each cell, corresponding to the
maximal level of synaptic input that each cell receives during
the bursting oscillations shown in Fig. 3. Although it is

somewhat difficult to discern, the shifted v-nullclines are in
fact cubic functions of v, with shallow negatively sloped
middle branches near v=−40. Figure 4 also shows thick
black curves, corresponding to the start of the bursting oscil-
lations shown in Fig. 3. From the trajectory in the bottom
panel, we see that because the excitable cell in the top panel
enters the active phase, the tonic cell receives synaptic input
from it and thus moves to its lowered v-nullcline. Note that
for visibility in Fig. 4, the tonic cell was started at �vt ,ht�
= �−23,0.55�, slightly away from its fixed point pt�0�
= (vFP

t �0� ,hFP
t �0�), but simulations verify that the same solu-

tion results if the cell starts at pt�0�.
In fact, in the example shown in Fig. 4, the cell that on its

own is tonically active would remain tonically active if this
synaptic input were sustained; that is, it still has a stable
critical point pt�smax� at elevated v on its lowered v-nullcline.
Note, however, that this lowered critical point occurs at a
lower level of h, corresponding to greater inactivation of
INaP, than hFP

t �0�. The previously silent cell, which does not
have a critical point in the active phase, eventually falls
down to the silent phase �i.e., the left branch of its
v-nullcline�; see Fig. 5. This allows the synaptic input to the
tonic cell to decay. But because the availability of its INaP has
been reduced, it can no longer stay active, and instead it falls
into the silent phase, as shown in Fig. 5. In terms of
nullclines, the key point is that the lowered critical point for
the tonic cell lies below the right knee of its unexcited, or 0
input, v-nullcline, such that synaptic decay on the fast time
scale causes it to fall down to the silent phase.

Once both cells are in the silent phase, as synaptic exci-
tation decays, the formerly silent, excitable cell approaches
the stable critical point pe�0�, but the formerly tonic cell has
no such point. Thus, the tonic cell is eventually able to jump
up to the active phase and resume spiking again. The por-
tions of the trajectories of the pre-BötC cells corresponding
to this phase of the emergent bursting solution are also
shown in Fig. 5.

Finally, when the tonic cell resumes spiking, it synapti-
cally excites the silent cell, pulling it up to the active phase,

FIG. 3. Sustained bursting oscillations in the presence of strong
synaptic coupling. The top panel shows voltage traces versus time,
while the bottom shows synaptic conductances versus time. The
solid curves correspond to the cell that is tonically active in the
absence of coupling, while the dashed correspond to the cell that is
silent in the absence of coupling.
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as shown in Fig. 6. This completes one burst cycle. Note that
in the sustained bursting oscillations, the formerly tonic cell
leads entry into the active phase, while the formerly silent
cell leads the return to the silent phase, although this is not
apparent on the scale used in Fig. 3.

C. General conditions for emergent bursting

In this section, conditions are established under which a
periodic bursting solution can be constructed for system �2�,
under �A�– �D�, in the singular limit of �↓0. Results on geo-
metric singular perturbation theory suggest that this con-
struction will yield the existence of a nearby bursting solu-
tion for �
0 sufficiently small �31�, although checking the
details may be technically involved.

To begin the analysis, let us call the points in �v ,h� space
where any two branches of a cubic-shaped v-nullcline meet
the knees of this nullcline. Specifically, under �A�, for fixed
s� Is, the left branch (vL�h ,s� ,h) meets the middle branch
(vM�h ,s� ,h) in the left knee of the v-nullcline, while the

middle branch meets the right branch (vR�h ,s� ,h) in the right
knee. For each s� Is, let (vLK

i �s� ,hLK
i �s�) denote the left knee

of the v-nullcline for cell i and, similarly, let (vRK
i �s� ,hRK

i �s�)
denote the right knee of the v-nullcline for cell i.

For system �2�, there are associated fast and slow sub-
systems. The fast subsystem is obtained by setting �=0 di-
rectly and thus takes the form

vi� = Fi�vi,hi,sj�, j � i ,

hi� = 0,

si� = �s��vi��1 − si� − 	si. �5�

Recall that i� �e , t�, so this is a system of six equations.
To define slow subsystems, set �=�t and let the overdot

denote differentiation with respect to �. Under this rescaling
of time, system �2� becomes, with i� �e , t�,

�v̇i = Fi�vi,hi,sj�, j � i ,

ḣi = gi�vi,hi� ,

FIG. 4. Original and excited nullclines for both cells. Each
h-nullcline is a thin solid curve and all v-nullclines are dashed.
Original nullclines are labeled as 0 input, while the excited
nullclines correspond to maximal synaptic input and are thus la-
beled as max input. The thick black curves correspond to the first
26 ms of the oscillations shown in Fig. 3. The arrows alongside
these curves show the direction of flow. The variable h �y axis�
decreases along each trajectory; that is, the trajectories evolve
downward in the panels shown as time increases. Top: resting cell.
Bottom: tonically active cell, with critical points pt�0� and pt�smax�
labeled.

FIG. 5. Continuation of trajectories from Fig. 4. The entry of the
excitable cell �top panel� into the silent phase allows decay of syn-
aptic excitation to the tonic cell �bottom panel�, which also enters
the silent phase. In the silent phase, the excitable cell approaches
the stable critical point pe�0�, but the tonic cell eventually jumps
back to the active phase again.
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�ṡi = �s��vi��1 − si� − 	si. �6�

The slow subsystems are obtained from system �6� by setting
�=0, solving the algebraic equations, and inserting the re-
sults into the h-equation. This process yields, for each i,

ḣi = gi�vX
i �hi,sj�,hi�, j � i , �7�

for X� �L ,M ,R�. Since the branch vM�h ,s� is unstable with
respect to the fast subsystem, there are four distinct slow
subsystems �7� that could theoretically be relevant, assum-
ming s��v�=H�v−�s�. When both cells are silent, the rel-
evant slow subsystem is

ḣe = GL
e�he� ª ge„vL

e�he,0�,he… , �8�

ḣt = GL
t �ht� ª gt„vL

t �ht,0�,ht… . �9�

When both cells are active, the relevant slow subsystem is

ḣe = GR
e �he� ª ge„vR

e �he,smax�,he… , �10�

ḣt = GR
t �ht� ª gt„vR

t �ht,smax�,ht… . �11�

The other two subsystems involve combinations of left-hand
and right-hand terms, but this paper will not provide these
explicitly as it turns out that they will not be needed here.

A key point is that the singular bursting solution consists
of a concatenation of solutions of systems �5�, �8� and �9�,
and �10� and �11�. Projected to each �v ,h�-plane, the solu-
tions to system �5� consist of jumps between branches of
v-nullclines for different values of s, while the solutions to
the slow subsystems take the form of pieces of these
nullclines.

From consideration of Figs. 4 and 5, it is clear that two
general conditions are needed to allow the possibility of
bursting. Heuristically, the first condition states that there
must be a possibility that synaptic input from the tonic cell
can recruit the excitable cell to the active phase, while the
second allows the possibility that after both cells are active,
the loss of synaptic input from the excitable cell to the tonic
cell may cause the tonic cell to fall down to the silent phase.
In the notation of Sec. II B and the above paragraph, these
conditions read

hFP
e �0� 
 hLK

e �smax�; �12�

that is, the h coordinate of the fixed point �FP� of the
excitable cell without input lies above the h coordinate of the
left knee �LK� of the v-nullcline of this cell with maximal
input, and

hFP
t �smax� � hRK

t �0�; �13�

that is, the h coordinate of the fixed point of the tonic cell
with maximal input lies below the h coordinate of the right
knee �RK� of the v-nullcline of this cell without input.

After the details of the construction of a singular bursting
solution are presented, conditions �12� and �13� will be re-
fined.

Remark 2.3: Condition �13� typically requires stronger
synaptic input than condition �12�. This is because it is a
condition involving active phase structures. Voltages in the
active phase are closer to the reversal potential of synaptic
excitation, typically vsyn�0 mV, than those in the silent
phase. Hence, a larger s is needed to induce changes in these
structures, relative to s=0, than is needed for silent phase
structures. This effect is responsible for the larger difference
present between the left knees than between the right knees
in Figs. 2 and 4–6.

Next, I present the construction of a periodic singular
bursting solution for system �2�. To do this, I will take
s��v�=H�v−�s�, such that s��vi�=0 �=1� when cell i is in the
silent �active� phase. There will be two unknowns that play
key roles in this construction. These are TA, which is the
time, on the slow time scale, that the cells spend in the active
phase, and TS, the slow time scale time that the cells spend in
the silent phase. In the singular limit, as will be shown more
explicitly below, the time in the active phase is indeed the
same for both cells, so there is no ambiguity in the definition
of TA, and similarly for TS. The construction will yield con-
ditions under which there exists a unique pair �TA ,TS� for
which a periodic singular bursting solution exists.

FIG. 6. Completion of one burst cycle, continued from Fig. 5.
The trajectories shown extend from the entry of the excitable cell
�top panel� into the active phase to a moment shortly before the
excitable cell jumps back down to the silent phase.
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Let us start the construction at time �=0 with both cells in
the silent phase, with the tonic cell at the left knee of the
relevant v-nullcline. Since the synaptic decay rate, denoted 	
in system �2�, is O�1� with respect to �, se=st=0. Hence, the
left knee of the v-nullcline for the tonic cell is in fact
(vLK

t �0� ,hLK
t �0�). As time starts to evolve from this initial

arrangement, the tonic cell immediately jumps up to the ac-
tive phase, and st→smax on the fast time scale. To get things
started, assume that the excitable cell is above the left knee
(vLK

e �smax� ,hLK
e �smax�). Condition �12� ensures that this is

possible, but we will need to check later that this emerges
from the complete construction. From such a position, the
onset of synaptic excitation causes the excitable cell to jump
immediately to the active phase as well. The first piece of the
singular solution for each cell consists of its jump up to the
active phase, under the flow of the fast subsystem �5�.

By �B�– �C�, the tonic cell has a stable critical point in the
active phase for s=smax, while the excitable cell does not.
Thus, the ensuing active phase continues, with s=smax, until
the excitable cell reaches the right knee of its v-nullcline.
Denote the time from the jump up to the active phase until
this knee is reached by TA. Note that at time TA, the return of
the excitable cell to the silent phase implies that se→0 on the
fast time scale.

Where is the tonic cell at time TA? Because the excitable
jumps immediately to the active phase when the tonic cell
does, the tonic cell enters the active phase with (vt��
=0� ,ht��=0�)= �vR

t (hLK
t �smax� ,smax) ,hLK

t �smax��. So its posi-
tion (vt�TA� ,ht�TA�) is determined by evolving the ht equa-
tion of the slow subsystem �10� and �11�, from this initial
condition, for time TA. By condition �13�, the resulting posi-
tion may be below the right knee (vRK

t �s=0� ,hRK
t �s=0�), in

which case the tonic cell returns to the silent phase at time TA
as well. Assume for now that this is indeed the case. The
second and third pieces of the singular solution for each cell
come from the evolution of the slow subsystem �10� and �11�
for time TA and the jump down to the silent phase under the
fast flow of �5�, respectively.

By �C�, the excitable cell approaches the equilibrium
point pe�0� in the silent phase. Hence, the duration of the
silent phase is determined by the time it takes for the tonic
cell to evolve from (vt�TA� ,ht�TA�) to the left knee
(vLK

t �0� ,hLK
t �0�), where it was at the start of the construction.

Call this time TS. The final piece of the singular bursting
solution consists of the slow subsystem trajectories in the
silent phase generated by system �8� and �9�. After time TS,
the tonic cell jumps back up to the active phase, while the
excitable cell jumps up if and only if it lies above the left
knee (vLK

e �smax� ,hLK
e �smax�).

From the above construction, it is clear that TS is a func-
tion of TA. Similarly, if we prescribe a fixed TS, then there is
a unique corresponding TA. This is found by evolving the
initial condition (vRK

e �smax� ,hRK
e �smax�) under Eq. �8� in the

silent phase for time TS, and then computing the time it takes
to evolve from the resulting position back to
(vRK

e �smax� ,hRK
e �smax�) under Eq. �10� in the active phase.

To characterize the properties of the functions TS�TA� and
TA�TS�, it is helpful first to define the following four times;
see Fig. 7.

�i� Let TAmin
denote the time of evolution from initial

condition �vR
e (hLK

e �smax� ,smax) ,hLK
e �smax�� to

(vRK
e �smax� ,hRK

e �smax�) under Eq. �10�.
�ii� Let TAmax

denote the time of evolution from initial
condition �vR

e (hFP
e �0� ,smax) ,hFP

e �0�� to (vRK
e �smax� ,hRK

e �smax�)
under Eq. �10�.

�iii� Let TSmin
denote the time of evolution from initial

condition �vL
t (hRK

t �0� ,0) ,hRK
t �0�� to (vLK

t �0� ,hLK
t �0�) under

Eq. �9�.
�iv� Let TSmax

denote the time of evolution from initial
condition �vL

t (hFP
t �smax� ,0) ,hFP

t �smax�� to (vLK
t �0� ,hLK

t �0�) un-
der Eq. �9�.

Next, a lemma can be proved.
Lemma 2.4: Assume that �A�– �D� and �12� and �13� hold.

�a� The function TS�TA� is a monotonic increasing
function defined on an interval of the form �TA0

, � �, with
TS�TA0

�=TSmin
. This function approaches asymptotically to

TSmax
as TA→�.
�b� The function TA�TS� is a monotonic increasing

function defined on an interval of the form �TS0
, � �, with

TA�TS0
�=TAmin

. This function approaches asymptotically to
TAmax

as TS→�.
Proof: �a� The time TA is always computed from the flow

of �10�, with both cells in the active phase. The tonic cell
always enters the active phase at �vR

t (hLK
t �0� ,0) ,hLK

t �0�� in

the �vt ,ht� plane, and it evolves with ḣt�0 there by �B�. By
�ii�, there exists some minimal TA value after which the tonic
cell lies below the right knee (vRK

t �0� ,hRK
t �0�), and for all

larger TA, the tonic cell falls down to the silent phase when
se→0 at time TA. This minimal TA value defines TA0

such
that TSmin

=TS�TA0
�.

Now, for TA
TA0
, the tonic cell monotonically �in ht, and

hence in vt� approaches the fixed point pt�smax�
= (vFP

t �smax� ,hFP
t �smax�) in the active phase. Hence, larger TA

values cause the tonic cell to enter the silent phase at lower
ht values. Since the time TS is always computed from the

flow of �9�, with ḣt
0, from the time that both cells enter

FIG. 7. Nullclines for an excitable cell and a tonic cell, with 0
and maximal input, and associated active and silent phase durations
defined in the text.
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the silent phase until the tonic cell reaches
�vR

t (hLK
t �0� ,0) ,hLK

t �0��, smaller starting values of ht yield
larger TS, and the desired monotonicity is established. Fi-
nally, the tonic cell approaches arbitrarily close to the fixed
point pt�smax� in the active phase as TA→�, which gives the
asymptotic behavior of TS.

�b� The proof for TA�TS� is similar, based on the fact that
the excitable cell always enters the silent phase at the same
point but flows to different positions depending on the value
of TS. Condition �12� gives the existence of TS0

. �

Consider the rectangle Rª IA� IS in �TA ,TS� space, where
IAª �TAmin

,TAmax
� and ISª �TSmin

,TSmax
�. In theory, the curves

TS�TA� and TA�TS� can be used to define an iteration in this
space: for fixed TA� IA, the next silent phase duration will be
TS�TA�, the subsequent active phase duration will be
TA�TS�TA��, and so on. However, this iteration can only be
continued as long as each TA
TA0

and each TS
TS0
. The

existence of a periodic singular bursting solution holds if and
only if the monotone increasing curves TS�TA� and TA�TS�
intersect inside R, as shown in Fig. 8.

Sufficient conditions under which such an intersection is
guaranteed to occur, which are stronger and more precise
than �12� and �13�, are given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.5: Given that �A�– �D� hold for system �2�, this
system has a periodic singular bursting solution if the fol-
lowing two conditions hold:

TAmin

 TA0

. �12��

TSmin

 TS0

. �13��

Remark 2.6: Condition �12�� states that if the excitable
cell jumps up to the active phase from the minimal possible
he level, given by the height of the left knee of the excited
ve-nullcline, then the tonic cell will have enough time in the

active phase to get below the right knee of the unexcited
vt-nullcline. Condition �13�� is analogous, stipulating that
even if the tonic cell jumps down from this right knee, lead-
ing to the shortest possible silent phase, the excitable cell
will still be able to jump up at the end of the silent phase.

Proof: The implications of conditions �12�� and �13�� and
Lemma 2.4 are illustrated in Fig. 8. First, note that �12�� is
only possible if �13� holds, while �13�� requires �12�. Hence,
Lemma 2.4 holds under conditions �12�� and �13��. Now, we
seek an intersection of TS�TA� and TA�TS� in R= IA� IS. Con-
dition �12�� ensures that TS is defined on all of IA. Since TS is
monotonic increasing with TS�TA0

�=TSmin
by Lemma 2.4,

condition �12�� implies that TS�TAmin
�
TSmin

. Moreover, the
asymptotic behavior of TS given in Lemma 2.4 implies that
TS�TAmax

��TSmax
. Hence, TS�IA� is strictly contained in IS.

Similarly, by condition �13�� and Lemma 2.4, TA�IS� is well
defined and is strictly contained in IA. These conditions guar-
antee the existence of the desired intersection. �

Conditions �12�� and �13�� and are sufficient but certainly
not necessary for the existence of a bursting solution. The
proof of Theorem 2.5 immediately generalizes to the follow-
ing.

Corollary 2.7: �12�� can be replaced by

TA�TSmin
� 
 TA0

, �12��

as long as �13�� also holds. Similarly, �13�� can be replaced
by

TS�TAmin
� 
 TS0

, �13��

as long as �12�� also holds.
Remark 2.8: Of conditions �12�� and �13��, it is �12�� that

is more likely to fail, by Remark 2.3, since the tonic cell may
evolve slowly in the active phase as it approaches the critical
point pt�smax�= �vFP

t �smax� ,hFP
t �smax�), and hRK

t �0� may be
very close to hFP

t �smax�.
It remains to consider the uniqueness of the periodic sin-

gular bursting solution, as well as its stability with respect to
perturbations in slow variable positions along the nullclines
in the silent and active phases. In fact, defining stability in
this sense, the following result holds.

Proposition 2.9: The periodic singular bursting solution
of system �2�, given by Theorem 2.5, is unique and asymp-
totically stable if TS�TA� and TA�TS� are Lipschitz, with Lip-
schitz constants less than 1, on IA and IS, respectively.

Proof: Suppose that the curves TA�TS� and TS�TA� inter-
sect in two points, say �TA1

,TS1
� and �TA2

,TS2
�. Let A ,S

denote the Lipschitz constants of these curves, with
ªmax�A ,S��1. Then

	TS2
− TS1

	 = 	TS�TA2
� − TS�TA1

�	 � 	TA2
− TA1

	

= 	TA�TS2
� − TA�TS1

�	 � 2	TS2
− TS1

	 .

Hence, �1 implies TS2
=TS1

, which gives TA2
=TA1

as well,
by the monotonicity of these curves shown in Lemma 2.4,
and thus establishes the uniqueness of the solution.

TS

TA

TSmax

TA

TSmin

maxAT
min

= T  (T   )

=

I

I

S

A

A

S AT  (T  )

A ST  (T  )

R

T  (T   )S A0

S0

Lemma 2.4

condition (12') condition (13')

FIG. 8. The curves TS�TA� and TA�TS� in �TA ,TS� space, inside
the rectangle R. Note that a unique intersection is ensured �see
Proposition 2.9� if both curves have positive slope �1, as shown
here. The results that imply the locations of the intersections of
these curves with the sides of R are used to label each intersection.
The dashed curve represents an alternative path for TS�TA� that still
yields an intersection with TA�TS�, corresponding to the replacement
of condition �12�� with condition �12��.
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The stability of the unique solution follows immediately
as well, as can be seen, for example, from cobwebbing in
�TA ,TS� space; see Fig. 8. �

The functions TS�TA� ,TA�TS� will be Lipschitz on IA and
IS, respectively, if the vector field of system �2� is Lipschitz.
In fact, there are quite natural compression conditions �25�
guaranteeing that TS�TA�, TA�TS� have Lipschitz constants
less than one.

For example, consider the impact that an increase in TA,
say from TA1

� IA to TA2
� IA, has on the tonic cell. Denote

the tonic cell’s position, after time TA1
in the active phase, by

(vt�TA1
� ,ht�TA1

�), which is uniquely defined since the tonic
cell always starts the active phase at
(vR

t (hLK
t �smax� ,smax) ,hLK

t �smax�). Since TA1
� IA, ht�TA1

�
�hRK

t �0�. Typically, the tonic cell will, at (vt�TA1
� ,ht�TA1

�),
already lie close to pt�smax�= (vFP

t �smax� ,hFP
t �smax�) on the

vt-nullcline. During time �TA1
,TA2

�, the tonic cell evolves
according to Eq. �11�. However, if the cell is indeed close to
pt�smax�, then 	GR

t �ht�	 will be small during this time and little
change in ht will occur,

	ht�TA2
� − ht�TA1

�	 � 

TA1

TA2

ḠR
t d� ,

where ḠR
t
ªmaxht�HA

	GR
t �ht�	 and HAª (hRK

t �0� ,hFP
t �smax�).

After the jump down, the tonic cell evolves in the silent
phase according to Eq. �9�. However, the tonic cell has no
fixed point in the silent phase. Hence, the positive quantity
GL

t �ht� is expected to be larger than 	GR
t �ht�	 for all ht�HA.

Suppose there exists �
0 such that

GL
t �ht� − 	GR

t �ht�	 
 � for all ht � HA. �14�

Under this assumption, the time �* for the ht-coordinate of
the tonic cell to reach ht=ht�TA1

�, from ht=ht�TA2
� under Eq.

�9�, is clearly less than TA2
−TA1

.
The time TS�TA2

� is given by TS�TA1
� plus this extra time

�* and hence

TS�TA2
� − TS�TA1

� � TA2
− TA1

results. The uniformity of the bound � in �12� implies that
this contraction occurs uniformly on IA.

Similarly, the excitable cell has a fixed point pe�0�
= (vFP

e �0� ,hFP
e �0�) in the silent phase. Changes in TS values,

say from TS1
to TS2

within IS, lead to small changes in he in
the silent phase, since he is contracted toward pe�0� during
�TS1

,TS2
�. Given a resulting change in he, it will likely take

less time than TS2
−TS1

for the excitable cell to cover this
distance in the active phase, since it has no fixed point there.
This contraction is ensured if there exists �
0 such that

	GR
e �he�	 − GL

e�he� 
 � for all he � „hLK
e �smax�,hFP

e �0�… .

�15�

The above arguments, together with Proposition 2.9, es-
tablish the following theorem and show that its compression
conditions are quite natural, given the fixed point structure
assumed in �A�– �C�.

Theorem 2.10: Assume that �A�– �D� and �12�� and �13��
�or �12�� and �13�� or �12�� and �13��� are satisfied. The
resulting periodic singular bursting solution is unique and
asymptotically stable if inequalities �14� and �15� hold.

D. Extensions

The results of Sec. II C can be extended in at least two
ways. First, the excitable cell may be allowed to become
oscillatory, with its fixed point on the middle branch of the
v-nullcline, when s=smax. In this case, its h coordinate need
not lie above the left knee of its excited v-nullcline, call it
Ne�smax�, for bursting to occur. If it does not, then when the
tonic cell becomes active and st→smax, the excitable cell will
jump to the left branch of Ne�smax�. It will evolve there until
it jumps up from the left knee of Ne�smax�. In this scenario,
the duration TA of the active phase will always be given by
the time for he to evolve, under Eq. �10�, from hLK

e �smax�
down to hRK

e �smax�. In fact, this time is exactly our TAmin
, and

hence there may be an interval of TS over which TA�TS� takes
the constant value TAmin

. If TS�TAmin
� is within this interval,

then the bursting solution will feature such a jump to
Ne�smax�. If not, then the location of the excitable cell’s fixed
point with s=smax is irrelevant.

A second extension is to allow a slow decay of excitation,
taking 	=�� in Eq. �2�. In this case, once the excitable cell
jumps down to the silent phase, the jump down of the tonic
cell is no longer ensured. The analysis of this jump down
requires consideration of a two-dimensional slow subsystem
for the tonic cell, namely

FIG. 9. The phase plane for the tonic cell in the active phase.
The curves of knees and fixed points are defined by system �2� with
	=��. The tonic cell always enters the active phase at the point
labeled 1. Once there, it evolves with s=smax until time TA, when
the excitable cell jumps back to the silent phase. For this illustra-
tion, it is supposed that this occurs when the tonic cell is at the point
labeled 2. Note that the position of 2 is uniquely determined by TA.
After time TA, the flow of the tonic cell is governed by system �14�.
If � is small, then the tonic cell converges to �hFP

t �0� ,0� and the
tonic cell remains active. If � is large, then the tonic cell can jump
down to the active phase by hitting the curve of knees, which oc-
curs at the point labeled 3 in the figure. The position of 3 is also
uniquely determined by TA, and therefore the time Td, defined as the
time of flight from point 2 to point 3, is uniquely determined by TA

as well.
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ḣt = gt„vR
t �ht,se�,ht… ,

�16�
ṡe = − �se.

Within the �ht ,se� phase plane corresponding to the active
phase, one can plot a monotone decreasing curve of knees
and a monotone decreasing curve of fixed points, defined
from the tonic cell components of the full system �2�, spe-
cifically the vt-nullclines �parametrized by se� and their in-
tersections with the ht-nullcline; see Fig. 9. The only true
fixed point of system �16� lies at (hFP

t �0� ,0), however.
As earlier, let (vt�TA� ,ht�TA�) denote the position of the

tonic cell when the excitable cell jumps down. Consider the
flow of system �16� from the initial condition (ht�TA� ,smax),
where it lies when the excitable cell jumps down. Depending
on ht�TA�, if � is sufficiently large, then the trajectory of �16�
will reach the curve of knees and the tonic cell will jump
down as well, whereas if � is too small, the trajectory will
converge to (hFP

t �0� ,0) and the tonic cell will remain active,
both of which are illustrated in Fig. 9.

The delay in the jump down of the tonic cell, after that of
the excitable cell, implies that se�st in the silent phase. De-
note the duration of this delay, on the slow time scale, by Td.
Since s=smax always holds in the active phase, and the tonic
cell always enters the active phase at �vt ,ht ,st�
= �vR

t (hLK
t �0� ,0) ,hLK

t �0� ,smax�, each TA on some interval de-
fines a unique Td. At the same time, TA uniquely defines the
level of ht when the tonic cell jumps down to the silent
phase; see Figs. 9 and 10.

Now, during the delay, se reaches smaxe
−�Td, based on sys-

tem �16�. During the silent phase, say �� �Td ,Td+TS�,

se = smaxe
−��,

�17�
st = smaxe

−���−Td�.

The evolution of both cells in the silent phase is given by the
nonautonomous system

ḣe = ge„vL
e�he,st�,he… ,

�18�
ḣt = gt„vL

t �ht,se�,ht… ,

with st ,se from Eq. �17�. The silent phase ends when the
tonic cell reaches a knee (vLK

t �se� ,hLK
t �se�). Which knee is

reached is uniquely determined by the pair (TA ,Td�TA�),
based on the ht value where the cell enters the silent phase,
the evolution of the ht-equation in system �18� for se speci-
fied in �17�, and the family of vt–nullclines parametrized by
s. Further, for fixed �Td ,TS�, the value of he when the tonic
cell jumps up is fixed, and as long as this he exceeds
hLK

e �smax�, the excitable cell will jump up as well, yielding a
fixed duration TA of the ensuing active phase duration; see
Fig. 10.

In summary, as long as � is sufficiently large, it is pos-
sible to iterate from TA

0 → �Td
0 ,TS

0�→TA
1 → �Td

1 ,TS
1�→¯ ,

with Td
i =Td�TA

i �, TS
i =TS�TA

i �, TA
i+1=TA�Td

i ,TS
i � for each i�0.

Conditions �12�� and �13�� �or �12�� and �13�� or�12�� and
�13��� should generalize to conditions for existence, unique-

ness, and stability of the periodic singular bursting solution
in this case. For similar arguments, based on two-
dimensional slow flows in singularly perturbed systems aris-
ing in other small neuronal networks, see Refs. �23,32,33�,
for example.

III. CONDITIONAL SQUARE-WAVE BURSTING MODELS

The full pre-BötC model developed by Butera et al. �15�
can be transitioned from silence to bursting to tonic spiking
by varying one of several parameters, and hence the model
pre-BötC cells are referred to as conditional bursters. When
these cells burst, they engage in square-wave bursting. When
a square-wave bursting solution in a model with one slow
variable is projected to a two-dimensional space correspond-
ing to one fast variable and the slow variable, it can be seen
that the onset of the active phase is generated by the drift of
the slow variable past a knee of the curve of equilibrium

FIG. 10. Phase planes for both cells in the silent phase, includ-
ing relevant curves of fixed points and knees. The trajectories
shown start, at the points labeled 1, when the tonic cell first enters
the silent phase, such that the excitable cell has already been there
for time Td and thus se�smax. The position of the excitable cell at 1
is determined by Td, while the position of the tonic cell at 1 is
exactly that shown at point 3 of Fig. 9 and is determined by TA;
note that the knees here are left knees, as opposed to right knees in
Fig. 9. After time TS, the tonic cell reaches the curve of knees, with
both cells at the points labeled 2. The location of the tonic cell at 2
is uniquely determined by its initial condition, hence TS=TS�TA�.
Given the Td-dependent initial condition for the excitable cell, its
position at 2, and hence the duration of the ensuing active phase, is
determined by the TS imposed by the tonic cell.
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points of the fast subsystem. During the active phase, the
solution travels along a family of periodic orbits. The jump
from the active phase to the silent phase occurs when the
solution reaches the end of this family, which typically cor-
responds to a homoclinic bifurcation for the fast subsystem.
In the silent phase, the solution drifts along a curve of fast
subsystem equilibria, and when the solution reaches the knee
of this curve, the burst cycle repeats �13�; see Fig. 11. Alter-
natively, the model is silent, but excitable, when there is a
stable equilibrium point of the full system on the lower
branch of the fast subsystem equilibrium curve and is toni-
cally active when there is a periodic orbit of the fast sub-
system around which the net drift of the slow variable is
zero, yielding a corresponding periodic orbit of the full sys-
tem. Synaptic inputs can shift the location of the fast sub-
system bifurcation structures �e.g., Ref. �20��. In this section,
I will explain how coupling two conditional square-wave
bursters, one excitable and one tonic, with synaptic excita-
tion can lead to bursting in the two-cell network, through a
generalized form of the relaxation oscillator mechanism dis-
cussed in the preceding section.

For purposes of illustration, I will focus on the model that
motivated this study, namely the full pre-BötC model of
Butera and colleagues �15,16�. For a network of two recip-
rocally coupled cells, with i� �e , t�, this model takes the
form

vi� = �− INaP − INa − IK − IL − Itonic-e − Isyn-e�/Cm,

ni� = �n��vi� − ni�/�n�vi� ,

hi� = �h��vi� − hi�/�h�vi� ,

si� = �s�1 − si�s��vi� − si/�s, �19�

with intrinsic ionic currents INaP= ḡNaPmP,��vi�hi�vi−ENa�,
INa= ḡNam�

3 �vi��1−ni��vi−ENa� , IK= ḡKni
4�vi−EK�, and IL

= ḡL�vi−EL�. Note that �h�v� in system �19� is sufficiently
large such that the rate of change of h is significantly slower
than the rates of change for the other variables. Thus, h can
be used as a bifurcation parameter in the fast �v ,n ,s� sub-
system for a single cell to generate a diagram along the lines
of Fig. 11.

In addition to terms for intrinsic currents, the membrane
potential equation in system �17� includes a background in-
put current Itonic−e=gtonic−e�vi−Esyn-e� and the synaptic cou-
pling current Isyn-e=gsyn−esj�vi−Esyn-e� for j� i. The function
s��v� takes the form �3�, and, as in the preceding section,
Esyn-e is chosen such that Esyn-e
vi over the relevant range
of vi values, corresponding to excitatory coupling. Other
functional definitions and parameter values for system �19�
are listed in the Appendix. Following past work �16,19�, I
will focus on heterogeneity in the input parameter gtonic−e,
but as will be apparent from discussion of the mechanism
involved, similar effects can arise through any heterogeneity
that causes one cell to be intrinsically silent, makes the other
cell intrinsically tonic, and yields certain features when the
cells are coupled via synaptic excitation.

Figures 12 and 13 show bursting oscillations �v in the top
panel, the synaptic variable s in the bottom panel� for a syn-
aptically coupled pair of cells, given by system �17�, with
differing gtonic−e values �given in the captions, along with
values for gsyn−e and �s�. In both cases, one cell was excitable
in the absence of coupling, while the other was tonically
active. It is already known that in this model, coupling two
intrinsically tonic cells by synaptic excitation can cause the
pair to burst �16,20�. In the case of Fig. 13, the gtonic−e value
used for the tonic cell is so large that if both cells had this
value, they would both be tonically active with the synaptic

FIG. 11. Square-wave burst solution superimposed on fast sub-
system bifurcation structure, generated by an uncoupled model pre-
BötC cell, given by system �17� with gsyn−e=0 and gtonic−e=0.3. The
dashed curve is the projection of the equilibria of the �v ,n� equa-
tions to the part of the �v ,h� plane shown. AH indicates a subcritical
Andronov-Hopf bifurcation, which gives rise to a family of unstable
periodic orbits. The unstable family ends in a saddle-node bifurca-
tion with a family of stable periodic orbits, along which v varies
between vmax and vmin. This family ends in a homoclinic bifurca-
tion, and HC labels the corresponding homoclinic point. The burst-
ing trajectory drifts along the lower equilibrium branch, with h�

0, until it reaches the knee �LK�, jumps up �upward arrow�, and
begins oscillating. During the oscillations, the solution drifts along
the stable periodics, with h��0 when averaged over each oscilla-
tion. Eventually the solution reaches a small neighborhood of the
homoclinic orbit and returns to the silent phase �downward arrow�.

FIG. 12. Emergent bursting oscillation of a formerly tonically
active cell �dotted, gtonic−e=0.72 nS� coupled to a formerly excit-
able cell �solid, gtonic−e=0.24 nS� with gsyn−e=2 nS and �s=50 ms.
Top: voltage. Bottom: synaptic variable. Note that the voltage time
courses for the two cells blend together during the active phase,
while their synaptic time courses are indistinguishable in the silent
phase.
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coupling strength used, whereas if both cells had the value
used in Fig. 12, then they would burst when coupled with the
coupling strength used there.

As in the relaxation oscillator case for ��0, the tonic cell
leads the entry into the active phase of the burst �see Fig.
13�, while the excitable cell leads the return to the silent
phase �i.e., the burst termination�. The key to how this works
is the impact of synaptic excitation on the bifurcation struc-
tures shown in Fig. 11. Figures 14 and 15 show the trajecto-
ries from Fig. 13 superimposed on bifurcation diagrams for
the formerly excitable cell �Fig. 14� and the formerly toni-
cally active cell �Fig. 15�. Figure 14 in particular emphasizes
the mechanism for the bursting. In these figures, the
S-shaped curves are equilibrium points for the �v ,n� sub-
system of �19�, with h treated as a parameter to be varied and
with s fixed. A subcritical Andronov-Hopf bifurcation occurs
on the upper branch of each equilibrium curve, giving rise to
an unstable family of periodic orbits. Each unstable family
terminates in a saddle-node bifurcation with a stable family
of periodics, which extends toward lower h values and ter-

minates in a homoclinic bifurcation. Curves in Fig. 14 are
shown for different levels of s, namely s=0 �uncoupled� and
two positive s values, corresponding approximately to the
average level of st that results over one oscillation when the
tonic cell alone is active and the average level of st that
results over a single fast �active phase� oscillation when both
cells are active, near the end of the active phase of a burst.
Similarly, in Fig. 15, curves are shown for s=0 and for an
average level of se when both cells are active, near the end of
the active phase. Note that synaptic excitation shifts both the
equilibrium curve and the family of periodics leftward, to
smaller h values. The former shift tends to promote jumps up
to the active phase, while the latter promotes the continua-
tion of oscillations at smaller h values within the active
phase.

More specifically, in Fig. 14, note the existence of a stable
equilibrium point for the i=e equations of system �19� with-
out coupling, marked by the asterisk where the dashed
he-nullcline intersects the uncoupled �rightmost� fast sub-
system equilibrium curve in the silent phase. The excitable
cell would rest at this state in the absence of coupling. With
coupling, the middle equilibrium curve and family of period-
ics become relevant. The he value at the rest state is above
the knee of the middle nullcline, and hence the synaptic input
from the tonically active cell pulls the excitable cell up to the
active phase, as shown.

When the excitable cell activates, it sends synaptic exci-
tation to the tonic cell, causing the tonic cell to spike at
higher voltages and leading to an even greater synaptic input
to the excitable cell, such that the leftmost equilibrium curve
and family of periodics become relevant. These curves cor-
respond to a relatively high level of excitation to the excit-
able cell, however. As can be appreciated from Figs. 12 and
13 the input levels that the cells receive actually vary signifi-
cantly while both cells are active. Thus, even though the
trajectory of the excitable cell in Fig. 14 remains to the right
of the excited homoclinic orbit, it receives less than this level
of input over much of the time it is in the active phase, and

FIG. 13. Emergent bursting oscillation of a formerly tonically
active cell �dashed, gtonic−e=0.96 nS� coupled to a formerly excit-
able cell �solid, gtonic−e=0.24 nS� with gsyn−e=4 nS and �s

=50/3 ms. Top: voltage. Bottom: synaptic variable.

FIG. 14. Bursting oscillation of a formerly excitable cell super-
imposed on relevant bifurcation structures. Structures correspond-
ing to larger synaptic input levels are farther to the left. The asterisk
labels the unique equilibrium point for the i=e equations of system
�17� when the cells are uncoupled. AH refers to an Andronov-Hopf
bifurcation, while HC refers to a homoclinic point at which the
family of periodic orbits born in the AH bifurcation �through a
subcritical mechanism� terminates. Both are labeled here for the
uncoupled case.

FIG. 15. Bursting oscillation of a formerly tonically active cell
superimposed on relevant bifurcation structures. Labels are as in
Fig. 14, plus the label drift indicates the direction of drift the cell
experiences in the active phase due to synaptic input from the ex-
citable cell, the label silent indicates where the silent phase portion
of the cell’s trajectory lies, and the label uncoupled osc indicates the
lower extent in vt of the tonic spiking solution in the absence of
coupling.
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it jumps back to the silent phase when it falls below the
homoclinic of some intermediate family of periodics.

Without input, the tonic cell remains in the active phase
�uncoupled osc in Fig. 15�. From Fig. 15, however, it is
apparent that the values of ht drift lower, to the left of the
uncoupled family of periodic orbits �drift in Fig. 15�, due to
the synaptic coupling from the excitable cell. When the ex-
citable cell returns to the silent phase, the loss of excitation
to the tonic cell leaves it below the uncoupled homoclinic
orbit, such that as long as the synaptic excitation decays
sufficiently fast, the tonic cell returns to the silent phase as
well. Finally, after drifting along the lower branch of the
equilibrium curve �silent in Fig. 15�, the tonic cell is able to
exit the silent phase even without coupling, since there is no
critical point on this branch, and the cycle repeats.

As in the relaxation oscillator case, certain conditions
must be met for bursting to emerge when an excitable cell
and a tonically active cell are coupled via synaptic excita-
tion. Indeed, conditions �12� and �13�, and their refinements,
generalize directly to this higher-dimensional setting in the
singular limit, with the homoclinic orbit replacing the right
knee in considerations of the jump down to the silent phase.
A condition needed for the tonic cell to jump down, analo-
gous to �13�, is that the excitable cell must remain active
long enough such that the tonic cell travels below the ho-
moclinic orbit for the uncoupled case, as seen in Fig. 15.
After it jumps down, the tonic cell must remain silent long
enough to enable the excitable cell to follow it into the active
phase, which is analogous to �12�. In part, this depends on
the duration of the previous active phase, since the longer the
tonic cell stays active, the lower its ht value becomes and the
longer it subsequently takes to jump up again. Likewise, the
duration of the active phase depends on that of the previous
silent phase.

A complication relative to the relaxation oscillator case,
however, is that the growth and decay rates of s play more
subtle roles in the full conditional bursting system. This
subtlety arises because s changes on each oscillation,
whereas it is effectively constant during the active phase in
the relaxation oscillator case. As noted above, synaptic exci-
tation must decay sufficiently quickly for the tonic cell to
jump down to the silent phase. If the decay rate becomes too
slow, then both cells may in fact remain active, because the
excitable cell can never escape from excitation for long
enough to jump down. On the other hand, when the synaptic
decay rate exceeds some level, there is little downward drift
in ht. Thus, when the excitable cell jumps down, the tonic
cell remains to the right of its uncoupled homoclinic orbit
and hence remains active. This leads to bursting in the excit-
able cell with sustained activity in the tonic cell.

The two-cell bursting solution in Fig. 12 persists from a
synaptic decay rate k=0.1 up to at least k=1. However, on
the upper half of that range, the tonic cell’s silent phase and
the excitable cell’s active phase are both quite short. The
two-cell bursting in Fig. 13 persists on k� �0.3,0.5�, while
the tonic cell’s silent phase becomes less pronounced as k is
increased past 0.5. A full sensitivity analysis and exploration
of the roles of synaptic and other parameters in the system,
as well as the extension of this effect to larger populations of
cells, remain for future work.

IV. DISCUSSION

This work demonstrates how excitatory synaptic coupling
between an excitable cell and a tonically active cell can
cause the two cells to burst repeatedly. Illustrations are given
using the pre-BötC cell model of Butera et al. �15,16�, but
the results here apply for general single-cell models that give
rise to relaxation oscillations or to square-wave bursting con-
ditionally �i.e., when tuned appropriately� and that feature
two time scales. In Sec. II C, specific conditions are given
for a unique, asymptotically stable periodic bursting solution
to exist in the singular limit in the conditional relaxation
oscillator case, under the assumption that excitation decays
on the fast time scale. The bursting solution consists of epi-
sodes when both cells are active and others when both cells
are silent, with fast transitions between these episodes. The
transition from the silent to the active phase is initiated by
the tonic cell, while that from the active to the silent phase is
led by the excitable cell. The excursion times through these
phases sum to give the burst period, since the analysis is
done in the singular limit. A key aspect of the bursting solu-
tion is that activity in the tonic cell can be shut off due to the
enhanced decay of its slow variable that occurs in the active
phase when the excitable cell is also active. Once excitation
is removed, the tonic cell cannot remain active at the lowered
level of its slow variable. This mechanism, through which
the application of excitation can interrupt activity, is an ex-
tension of the similar mechanism presented in earlier work
by Rowat and Selverston �26� and can be viewed as an active
phase version of post-inhibitory rebound �e.g. Refs.
�22–24��, in which the removal of hyperpolarization can in-
duce activity.

While a specific parameter was used to introduce hetero-
geneity in the examples shown, any form of heterogeneity
that leads to these conditions being satisfied, such as hetero-
geneity in the leak reversal potential �16,17,19�, will lead to
coupling induced bursting. Moreover, these conditions ex-
tend naturally to slower synaptic decay and to the square-
wave bursting case, although in the latter, oscillations in syn-
aptic strength in the active phase introduce subtleties for
which a full treatment would necessitate a more careful
analysis. As mentioned in Sec. III, there may be a range of
synaptic decay rates over which the coupled cells burst in the
square-wave case. This range could likely be extended to
slower decay rates in the presence of some form of intrinsic
adaptation or synaptic depression, which could promote the
return of the recruited excitable cell to the silent phase.

For the bursting conditions derived here to be satisfied, it
is important for the synaptic coupling strength to be suffi-
ciently large. Large coupling strengths can significantly af-
fect the location of nullclines and other bifurcation struc-
tures. In particular, because the reversal potential of synaptic
excitation is closer to the voltages present in the active phase
than in the silent phase, a stronger coupling is needed to
enable the tonic cell to become silent than is needed to en-
able the excitable cell to become active. Once coupling is
strong enough and the other conditions for which bursting
occurs are met, the two-cell system does not exhibit bistabil-
ity. In particular, once coupling is introduced, the state in
which one cell is silent and the other is active is no longer a
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solution. A wide variety of related issues, such as coexistence
of periodic bursting with other solutions away from the sin-
gular limit, the effects of heterogeneity in larger networks
�see Refs. �16,19��, and variations that arise as the conditions
given here break down, remain to be considered.

Finally, the results given here relate to an ongoing debate
about the source of rhythmic bursting in the pre-BötC of the
mammalian brainstem and the precise role of the pre-BötC in
respiration �1,4–6,9,7,18,10,11,8,12�. In particular, the im-
portance of intrinsically bursting cells in driving rhythmic
bursting in the pre-BötC remains unclear. This work charac-
terizes a mechanism that harnesses the burst-supporting per-
sistent sodium current to generate emergent bursting in a
synaptically coupled network of model pre-BötC cells, with-
out any intrinsically bursting cells present. The existence of
such a mechanism illustrates the capacity of excitatory syn-
aptic coupling and heterogeneity to induce stable, rhythmic
activity. A key next step toward understanding rhythmicity in
the pre-BötC will be to consider whether analogous mecha-
nisms arise under various combinations of pacemaker cur-
rents as well as under various levels of blockade of these
currents �9,18,10–12�.
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APPENDIX

System �19� was introduced in Refs. �15,16�. In these
equations, for x� �mP ,m ,h ,n ,s�, the function x��v� takes
the form x��v�= �1+exp��v−�x� /�x��−1, and for x� �h ,n�,
the function �x�v� takes the form �x�v�= �̄x / cosh��v
−�x� /2�x�. The parameter values used in these equations are
listed in Table I, which is also identical to that given in Ref.
�20� except that there, a parameter � was specifically factored
out of �̄h, and here, �s is given in the text.

System �4� is derived from system �19� by setting gNa
=gK=0 and taking −Itonic-e to be a constant, denoted Iapp in
system �4�. The value Iapp was set at 15.4 pA for both cells in
the simulations shown. A few parameters were also adjusted
in simulations of system �4�, namely �m,P=−38 mV, �̄h
=100 ms, �s=−33 mV, �s=−1 mV, and Cm=0.1 pF, the last
of which accentuates the relaxation aspect of the oscillations
studied. Further, for system �4�, I took �s=6.25 ms, gsyn
=0.7 nS, and introduced heterogeneity in �h, giving it the
value −44 mV for the excitable cell and −31 mV for the
tonic cell.
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